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10

Qty.

2-Axle-semitrailer "Mega" with lightweight steel construction complete with sliding tarpaulin body,

BERGERecotrail® -
model SAPL 20 LTMn

Dimensions and weights:
Weight with serial equipment: 4690 kgs
Weight with additional equipment: 4830 kgs
Total weight / technical possible: 31000 / 32000 kgs
Theoretically payload / technical possible: 26310 / 27310 kgs
Total height unladen* : 4000 / 4050 mm
Internal height: 2950 / 3000 mm
Loading height laterally: 2810 / 2860 mm
Max. loadingheight rear, unloaded: 1010 mm
Coupling height: 920 mm
Internal length: 13620 mm
Tires:  Goodyear / 435/50 R 19,5 / steel rims
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Frame / Chassis:

Welded frame construction made of fine-grained steel S700, cross beam spacing (Z-
profiles) approx. 375 mm - standard trailer Mega
Multifunctional perforated outer frame, 68 hook-in possibilities at spacings of 187 
mm along the complete length of the outer frame on each side, lashing points certified 
according to DIN EN 12640 for tensile loading of up to 2,000 daN, other drilled holes 
available for additional fixing options of cargo control systems and other applications;
18 pairs of lashing rings flush-fitted in outer frame, certified according to DIN EN 12640 
for tensile loading of up to 2,500 daN;
Underride guard in accordance with 70/221/EEC and lateral protective device according 
to 89/297/EEC, each made of aluminum profiles;
Extendable rear access ladder;

327-1 4505

Additional internal cross beam 3mm at the rear277 5 +

Splash guard mounted at all mud guards326-2

EC brake system, Knorr, complete with Roll Stability program (RSP), EBS 2S/2M, 
parking brake as spring brake with double release valve, aluminum compressed air 
tank, diagnostic capability via EBS socket ISO 7638

06000

Knorr RTR (Reset-to-Ride) automatic reset of the air suspension(lifting/lowering valve) 
to driving level

06003 1 +

Coupling head standard (air connections red/yellow)21005

Landing gear 2x12 to, with thrust compensation386-2 90

Shim with holder45010/1

2 small toolboxes (each 600x420x390mm), left and right between the axles327-4

Side protection fix mounted, black coated45048/1

Vehicle floor with fibreglass-reinforced laminate, subsided glass-fibre reinforced plastic 
fabric as reinforcement and protection of moisture, floor plates close spliced at the 
outer frame. Permitted lift truck axle load 7.000 kg acording DIN EN 283 

45044/1

Roller-type bumper at the rear instead of standard rubber buffer45034 7 +

Sockets on the front wall, 2x7 pins and 1x15 pins (DIN ISO 3731/12098) 276-1

24 volts lighting system, type Hella, multifunctional rear lighting, (including rear fog 
lamp and reversing light), 2 clearance lights with rubber arms (LED), 2 clearance lights 
(LED) on the front wall, 4 pairs of side marker lights (LED)

21009/1

Structure:
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Smooth front panel with a highly stable sandwich panel, additional vertical and 
horizontal reinforcement profiles, front panel stanchions and reinforcement plates made 
of fine grain steel S700, front panel welded with front stanchions, front panel with 
chassis screwed in.

24000

Rear portal screwed onto chassis 27006/1

Rear doors with smooth surface incl. 2 recessed espagnolettes, surrounding rubber seal 
and strong fasteners vernished in RAL-colour at buyer's option

27005/1

Sliding cover type Edscha Hybrid, to be opened at the front and back, bridging with 4-
rope system 

36000

Lifting roof on both sides, lifting range approx. 350 mm, with height adjustment 
possibility 50 mm, handling through mechanical lever system (system "Berger), with 
mega-roof spars
(incl. side tarpaulin with at least 20 pairs belt tensioner - article, price and weight to be 
mentioned separately)

*Total height unladen: 4000 / 4050mm
External height depends on selected internal height and compliance with the coupling height.
We would like to point out, that compliance with the legally permissible total height must be
considered.
If the total height of 4000mm or the regulations applicable in the respective country be exceeded,
we expressly point out that the transporter himself is liable for legal consequences.

36002 95

Side tarpaulins standard, 850-900 g/m², incl. vertical and horizontal belt amplifieres;
belt tensioner instead of direct tensioner, 20 pairs 

30005 -1

Customs rope 6 mm, length 34 m, with holders mounted on the front wall30004 2 +

3 pairs of side (sliding) columns with pockets with space for 6 rows of side lattices, 
bottom with space for 400mm

48000

Partial marking of side tarpaulin, white, (line marking on both sides in the longitudinal 
direction, and in the top corners front and rear) 

33026

Contour marking on the rear, red 33027

Accessories:

Spare wheel holder in winch version, right15011 15 +

Spare wheel holder in winch version, left15014 15 +

2 pcs. ECE 70 reflexion boards (fog) at the rear doors 33020/1

Cargo securing and accessories:

2 rows of aluminum side slats, heigth 100 mm42013/1

3 x Aluminum side slats, 100 mm, 1 additional row (8 pcs.)42013 96 +
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Cargo control certificate for general cargo, in accordance with DIN EN 12642 Code 
XL, DIN EN 12195-1 and VDI2700, including 2 rows of aluminium slats, with standard 
equipment 20 pairs of tarpaulin fastening devices

42018/1

Paintwork:

Painting of the complete chassis in a common RAL - colour upon customer request (no 
metallic- or brillant colours)

39000

Portal frame painted in standard colour39011/1 +

Rear closure painted in standard colour or colour of the chassis306-3 +

Side protection painted in standar colour39003/1 +

Underride guard painted in standard colour39005/1 +

Axles painted in standard colour39017/1 +

Painting of the hubs in standard colour39014/1 +

Paintwork and colour details:

Tarpaulin SIOEN 5063 blue
Chassis RAL 7016 anthracite grey
Front wall RAL 9016 traffic white
Front wall posts RAL 9016 traffic white
Front wall middle posts RAL 9016 traffic white 
Front wall reinforcement RAL 9016 traffic white
Rear doors RAL 9016 traffic white
Rear door posts standard (RAL 7016 anthracite grey)
Rear frame standard (RAL 7016 anthracite grey)
Axles standard (RAL 9005 jet bleck)
Wheel hubs standard (RAL 9005 black)
Side protection standard (RAL 9005 jet black)
Underride guard standard (aluminium)




